
 

Reports on completed projects 

All scholarship holders are expected to submit a report on the results they have achieved with the help of the 

assistance provided by the foundation. The fundamental requirement in this respect is that the report correspond 

with the application; to put it simply, the report must be comparable with the application for which the scholarship 

holder was originally granted funding. 

Scholarship holders are allowed three years in which to submit their report, counted as of the first year-end or mid-

year after the decision to award the funds. 

Only those who have reported their projects or work are entitled to receive further funding. Therefore, if you intend 

to apply for further funding, it is important that you report the use of previous funds at the same time as you apply. 

The report is submitted digitally via www.kempefonden.se. We do not accept physical reports anymore. 

 

Economic overview of how the scholarship was used: The report must contain a description of how the funds 

have forwarded the scholarship holder’s work in strictly scientific terms. The fund is, on the other hand, not 

interested in examining receipts or other financial materials, but rather a simple economic overview. 

Report: Anyone reporting on the results of a project used in, or who has used the funds to write part of, a thesis, 

article, report or essay, can normally submit the report by sending the fund the complete thesis, article, report or 

essay. In cases such as these, a separate summary will not normally be required. If you, however, used the funds to 

participate in a sub-project whose results will not appear in a thesis or the like until much later, you should send in a 

report, about 1-2 A4 pages in length, describing how the funds have been used, what results the sub-project has 

achieved and how they will usefully be incorporated in continued research. 

It you used used the funds to undertake a study trip, visit a conference or cover the expenses of travel to participate 

in study courses or to visit a laboratory, you must report on how the travel involved contributed to the development 

of science. This description  should be about 1-2 A4 pages in length. 

Persons who have received funds for financial and/or social reasons need not submit a report 

Signed letter from the supervisor: A signed letter made out by the project supervisor must be attached to the 

report confirming that the particulars given in the report are correct. 

http://www.kempefonden.se/

